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ThisexhibitionispresentedincollaborationwiththeArtTherapyProgramat
FloridaStateUniversityandinconjunctionwiththeInnovatorsProgram,a
nationaleffortinitiatedbytheJohnsHopkinsUniversitySchoolofMedicine.
TheexhibitioncorrespondstoabookpublishedbyJohnsHopkinsUniversity
PressinAprilof2010entitledAddictionandtheVisualArts.
ThepurposeoftheJohnsHopkinsnationwidecollaborativeendeavoristochange
thewayAmericaviewsaddictionbyusingthevisualartstoputahumanface
onaddictionandrecovery.TheJohnsHopkinsprogramisbasedontheidea
thatcreativityandartisticexpressionplayasignificantrolebothinrecovery
andinraisingawarenessofthepersonaltollcausedbysubstanceabuseand
addiction.Thetermaddiction,forthisexhibition,isinclusive:drugs,alcohol,
gambling,food,nicotine,andothers.
AspartofaneducationoutreachandincollaborationwithteachersfromtheLeon
CountySchools,apriorparallelexhibitionforKͲ12studentswasmountedat
theTallahasseeCommunityCollegeFineArtGalleryfromMay26Ͳ July21,
2011(LauraThompson,Coordinator).
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JoanMatey
Artist Statement: “My art has
always been extremely therapeutic
for me, even when I didn’t realize
it. Drawing and creating miniature
worlds, that I could get lost in,
provided distraction when my
parents were arguing. As an adult, I
am still inclined to create small
scenarios that spell out my
frustrations.
Despite
the
mechanical execution, strong
personal feelings guide the process
of making these detailed dioramas.
I always search for what will
present the most emotional
impact, for myself or the viewer,
and I’m frequently surprised by
what comes forth. Whatever the
trauma, art can be the best drug
when seeking a means of dealing
with mental anguish. “

ToFeelOrNotToFeel;EscapeThroughAddiction 2009
paintedpolymerclay,wood,cloth,16”x14”x7.5”

NedM.Stacey
Artist Statement: “This painting is rather subtle. It
is a simple portrait of my father, which honestly is not
done too well. The only photo I have of my father at
this time of his life, prior to his death, is a small 1" x 1"
ID photo. From that small b&w photo, this painting
became more of a representation of anyone's father.
But, as far as my father is concerned...my father had a
drinking problem and he died too early in his life. My
father was outlived by his father, by his wife, by two
sons and a daughter, and by his grandchildren. He was
outlived by his brother, sister, nieces and nephews. His
life was shorter than those of his friends and
colleagues. He tried to stop drinking. He died of a
massive heart attack two weeks later. Some may say he
hurt all of us, but alcoholism is a disease and at the
time no one faced it. Maybe this painting is part of my
recovery. Through this painting, I have been able to
recall some good and bad memories. All I know is he
tried. He was my Dad.”

MyFatherWasWhomHeLeftBehind 2010
acryliconcanvas,12”x14”

ElizabethKatz
Artist Statement: “Having been raised to constant exposure of the detrimental effects of addiction, this
is a subject important and personal to me as it is both distressing and difficult. Admitting that the
negative impacts of alcoholism have haunted me into adulthood seems, at times, a newfound
regression into soft vulnerability. It surfaces at it’s best as a quiet understanding and acceptance of
parental failings. More than anything, my father filled my mind with sour memories of his own
indignity. Frustration and anger are natural accompaniments, though, as are my shame and
disappointment, since little has changed.... As for indecision, it’s about that point of separation, the last
surrender that occurs somewhere just before a substance ceases to be a matter of choice, the “tipping
point” so to speak, back before loss, when ties to another way of life still offered a chance for all the
pain to be avoided. Pausing in a moment of agony and yet unrealized potential, this image is about the
eventual regrettable release into addiction.”

Indecision,2007
lithograph,16”x14”

JeanneGreenleafLebow
Artist Statement: “For me the most painful
aspect of being the child, the sister, or the friend
of an addict is the loneliness. I often feel isolated
and invisible to that person. No real intimacy
exists, since the addict’s primary relationship is
with the substance. In the painting, Feeling No
Pain, gender is ambiguous. The figures do not
touch. Thus depersonalized, they float in their
own worlds. They seems peaceful, perhaps even
happy in their detachment, but at what cost? The
nudity of the figures is meant to underscore our
collective vulnerability. My intent is to explore
our humanness with compassion and humor in a
time of complex and often paradoxical
obsessions. We are so often out of touch with
the impact of our choices.”

FeelingNoPain,2008
oilonlinen,36”x48”

SunnySpillane
Artist Statement: “Recovery is a visual
metaphor for my ongoing emotional
experience of rebuilding my relationship
with my sister, a recovering opiate addict
with two years clean. I used a simple color
scheme of blue and red. Blue represents
healing and peace; red represents pain and
struggle. The color symbolism originated in
a collaborative painting/poem my sister and
I created for the 2010 Art and Addiction
exhibition at Lemoyne Art Center in
Tallahassee. The slashes and stitches in the
canvas are meant to embody the process of
healing the wounds of addiction through
recovery, a process which can sometimes be
painful and leave scars.”

Recovery, 2010
acryliconlinenwithpunctures
andembroideryfloss,24”x20”

KellyGarrett
Artist Statement: “This photograph is a very raw snapshot within
an act of addiction. It is called Rays of Hope in Dissolving Dreams
because the addict is in the depth of darkness with dreams fading.
Behind her, however, are rays of light. This light is her hope for
recovery and climbing out of the darkness. I just lost a dear friend
to addiction and although she lost her battle to this disease, she
tried to recover and never let go of hope. This photograph is only a
reenactment, no real drugs were used.”

BeforeandAfter,2010
photography,11”x14”

RaysofHopeinDissolvingDreams,2010
photography,11”x14”

Artist Statement: “People never realize what
addiction does till you see a before and after picture.
You can almost hear yourself saying, “Wow is this
what I’ve become?” It not only changes your body
and physical appearance, but that once smiling and
vivacious girl is frowning and lost in the world of her
addiction.”

RyanSarahMurphy
Artist Statement: “In thinking about addiction, I consider
the way alcohol affected my life and the way it impacts
the family structure. As a family disease, alcoholism fully
dictates and characterizes the behaviors in the home. It
singleͲhandedly defines everyone’s roles while
demanding a certain code of silence, shame and
confusion. While each family member is haphazardly
connected by a series of unspoken rules, it is the
breakdown and utter disconnection within the family
that typifies the destructive force of addiction. This
piece reflects my understanding of the silent emptiness
and the dangerous risk that alcohol embodies. The piece
Mantel consists of two empty liquor bottles connected
by a knot of red twine, positioned on a painted wood
base that is attached to the wall.”
Mantel, 2010
mixedmedia,11”x6.25”x5”

CharlieLewis
Artist Statement: “It was to take over thirty years of
addiction for Lou to “discover” art, and to begin the road to
salvation through it. No training. No prior interest in art
beyond manic and nervous doodlings. No inkling at all that
such a potent means of expression remained latent within
him until he was encouraged to use art as a form of therapy
at a rehabilitation center in America in 2003. Since that time
Lou has transferred his addictive personality to creation
rather than destruction, and his art has been a major part of
finding selfͲworth within recovery. Categorizing Lou’s work is
not easy. Labels such as lowbrow, emotive, pop surrealist and
grotesque spring to mind, but Lou’s work resists such titles.
Lou trusts to instinct and paints what he feels. Lou prefers the
term raw to describe his oeuvre, predominantly working
rapidly and in a stream of consciousness to capture his
demons on canvas. Lou very rarely returns to his painting to
reͲtouch and only entitles works after he’s finished them.”

Intensive Care, 2010
mixedmediaoncanvas,40”x32”

JudithGehrmann

Artist Statement: “This work is about the
eleventh step, sought through prayer
and
meditation to improve my conscious contact with
the goddess, praying only for her will for me, and
the power to carry that out. I have been in
recovery from substance abuse for 30 years. I am
also a clinical social worker who has worked in
Arizona and California. I am currently in the MFA
ceramics program at Florida Atlantic University
with a full tuition and assistantship award.”

RustShrine#1,2009,ceramic,30”x17”

FrancescoDiMaria
Artist Statement: “My experience with addiction took

As My Monkey Waits, 2010,
acryliconcanvas,42”x42”

many faces. Along with my depression and being
abused as a child, I struggled with myself to
understand why I was, if that makes any sense. I tried
to fit in with my family and my peers; I couldn’t find a
happy medium. My childhood was that of beatings,
outcasting, and loneliness. My father and mother were
from Sicily and brought me up as they were. That’s all
they knew. I was the kid who didn’t fit; I was blessed
and cursed. I couldn’t understand what I did that was
so wrong that anyone and everyone could find fault
with me. My depression was a normal part of my
being. The only thing I did right was draw. That’s how I
got any praise and yet, I was cursed artistically. Alcohol
was my first escape with all that was wrong with me.
Then came drugs, so that I could fit in. Food was
another means to fill in the gaps. My life was a living
hell. Nothing I did was right. I still search for my happy
medium. As I search, my monkey is always waiting for
me to fall. He seems to always be there when I need
him least. I’ve come to realize that no matter what is
good or bad, my monkey waits to pick me up and keep
me down.”

JansenSmith
Artist Statement: “This artwork is inspired by
the recent plan of the F.D.A. to place gruesome
images of the longͲterm effects of smoking on the
front of each package of cigarettes. My current
work is titled This Could Be You. It conveys the
same idea by utilizing an unconventional media,
made up of various tobacco products and objects
associated with smoking, to manifest a grotesque
image. What If I Told You That This Was You in Ten
Years? which was featured in a previous show
shares the same function. With this artwork I
hope to convey to smokers that their current
actions may lead them to encounter
consequences in the future that affect them and
their family’s lives forever. I want smokers to stop
and realize the harm they are inflecting upon
themselves.”

ThisCouldbeYou,2010,
tobaccoandburntmatches,22”x30”

AlejandraLeibovich
Artist Statement: “I find and give happiness with my art. I love that my art makes people smile. For
this particular painting, The Morning After, I was working on three needs that everyone has: love,
security, and selfͲesteem. In reality we all have them inside of us and sometimes we just don’t know
we have them so we go looking to find them outside of us. In this painting, the Chihuahua dog named
Taco is trying to get love outside himself, but he never seems to find it so he drinks himself to sleep. “

The Morning After, 2010,
acryliconcanvas,11”x14”

DeborahWhitehurst

Methman,2010,
digitalpaintbrush,5”x7”

Artist Statement: “Methman is an expression of the fact that addiction has ruined my family.
The man depicted is my exͲhusband. My son and I are in hiding. After he put a contract hit on my
life, we had to flee our hometown. Although my ex is in jail for the next year, we don’t feel safe.
Ever. We are strangers in a strange place. We have moved six times this year. My son and I are
attending college together. We never go anywhere alone. I turned to art to help express the
anger and frustration I feel day to day and to leave behind something of me, if anything were to
happen…”

BrianGillis
Artist Statement: “My older brother is a heroin junkie. My younger brother is an alcoholic. Both lives
have crumbled, quickly, catastrophically within the last five years. They look like completely different
people every time I see them. They smell different, and talk different, and walk different, sit different, eat
different, smoke different, sound different, and look at me differently. I probably do too. Rides to friend’s
houses, parks, and pawnshops led to emergency rooms, detox centers, rehabs, police stations, halfway
houses, infectious disease units, and psych wards. Missed dinners became missed weddings, and 4:00
a.m. phone calls, car crashes, missing person reports, and meetings with FBI agents, social workers,
private detectives, all the while bringing calls and letters from employers, lawyers, and collectors. I am
confused, frustrated, angry, resentful, heartͲbroken, and in mourning. They are alone. There is always a
bomb dropping. Where they are, what they’re doing, and who’s looking for them changes constantly.
Now, what remains in my life of Josh and Danny are mainly memories, and a wake of notes that chronicle
the mayhem that now defines them to me.”

JoshandDanny,2010,
porcelain,
6”x9”x.1875”

HannahGavagan
Artist Statement: “Lured by the
seduction, the moth’s ethereal wings,
aflame, turn to darken ash, much like an
addict’s life. My relationship with many
of the young Sarasota addicts began
years ago. They remember me as a
school nurse. Seeds of addiction were
already planted. Today, as a detox nurse,
my hand reaches into the dark abyss,
waiting to grasp the next hand. Many
struggle, a few stand.”

MothtoaFlame,2010,oilpainting,
36”x48”
Dedicatedto:“TheLegend”

SuzyKitman
Artist
Statement:
“The
iconographic Raggedy Ann and
Andy dolls in my still lifes serve
as archetypical male and
female characters allowing me
to consider challenging issues
and events. As I consider my
personal experience dealing
with an alcoholic boyfriend,
this painting speaks to the
universal nature and trajectory
of addiction.”

Raggedy Ann Tried Telling Andy the Party Was
Over, 2010,
oiloncanvas,16”x16”

ChrisBabson
Artist Statement: “Stick Figure Intervention deals with the often difficult struggle of
people coping with addiction. Not only does addiction affect the addict, but those around
him or her as well. Stick Figure Intervention attempts to capture not only the addict’s
emotion when confronted, but the emotions of those trying to reach the person with an
addiction. Emotions range from frustration to anger to avoidance. This piece is a
meditation on the difficult challenge of trying to reach someone who is facing his/her
demons.”

StickFigure
Intervention,2006,
acryliconcanvas,
25”x35”

AngelaTeeter
Artist Statement: “My work directly explores addictions to consumption in American culture. As consumers, we
psychologically attach a “personality” to each food we consume. By depicting individuals as palatable, I create a
visual representation of the way human beings consume one another, and the way different types of people can be
seen as socially consumable or inconsumable based on their gender or role in society….”
“A second subͲtheme I explore in my work is the “how” and “why” people consume one another. In the twentyͲfirst
century “fast food” is commonly advertised as a quick and easy solution for hunger in American culture. Because of
its accessibility and affordability, it is easy for gluttony to become a common everyday habit in our society. In the
same sense, the 21st century media’s profound promotion of sex in cinema, advertising, and commercial industries
endorses the notion upon America’s youth that like fast food, sex is common, accessible, affordable, and unͲspecial.
By depicting popular fast food icons as promiscuous or morally loose, I am able to turn the concept of “fast food”
into a visual metaphor about cultures’ gluttony for instant gratification.”

FastFood,2010,
mixedmediaandacryliconcanvas,18”x24”

Memoirsofa
Womanizer,2010,
mixedmedia&
acryliconcanvas,
18”x24”

KellyLyles
Artist

Statement:

“I am a recovering
alcoholic/addict with over 24 years clean and sober,
thus aware that the issue affects huge segments of
the population, either personally or in relationships
(romantic, familial, or otherwise). Therefore this is
both a universal and a personal statement,
combining both humor/pathos in themes common
to the disease. I’d like to both shock and amuse the
viewers, familiarizing them and in this way
desensitizing the issue, and ideally removing some
of the stigma. At 19 I was “detained” at Disneyland
and held for hours by their undercover policing
agency (for public intoxication, passed out on a
bench, they presumed drugs by my dilated eyes, but
if memory serves, it was primarily alcohol,
marijuana, and a lack of sleep for days). I now laugh
but at the time it was a personal humiliation, and for
years I was too embarrassed to go back to
Disneyland (where every visiting friend to L.A
wanted to go!). This piece is a story told at one of my
AA meetings by a young white yuppie attempting to
“score” his heroin with a check. This underlined the
addict’s unrealistic distorted realities and our
desperation and obsession. “

Will U Take a Check, 2009,
oilandglitteroncanvas,17”x21”

KristenT.Woodward
Artist Statement: “Almost twenty years ago I
began researching biblical women in hopes of
better understanding the relationship between
gender and the JudeoͲChristian tradition. This
investigation evolved into several bodies of
work addressing such diverse issues as
reproduction, transformation, temptation, and
greed. These themes have remained the
conceptual underpinning for my mixed media
work.”
“My series Reap What We Sow includes
abstracted renderings of disease loosely
associated with human behavior. Many of the
images in this series have biblical origins, and
sustain contemporary extremist beliefs that
blame victims of disease, famine, and
addiction for their disobedience, which they
believe to be the direct cause of their
suffering. This correlation can be extended to
explore larger moral controversies of animal
research and testing, genetic engineering, and
war.”

Two Headed Monster, 2010,
encausticonpanel,7.5”x6”

donaleepondͲKoenig
Artist Statement: “This piece shows three
figures in an embrace supporting one
another. It is an uplifting piece of
encouragement and the power of healing
with the strength of others. The
composition in the shape of an “A”
represents Alcoholics Anonymous. In this
piece it signifies the AA serenity prayer.
“God grant me the serenity to accept the
things that I cannot change, the courage to
change the things that I can and the
wisdom to know the difference.”’

UntitledͲ ThreeWomen,1997,
pencil,29.5”x41.5”
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